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Lucky
taken
to task
Downtown grocery store targeted
by community over drugs, sale of
alcohol, security and cleanliness
By Yvette Anna Trejo
Stall Writer

Folkloric dancers don native costumes as they perform dances that
reflect Mexican heritage. The dancers were part of the Cinco de Mayo

parade that swept through downtown San Jose on Sunday. The parade
traveled east on Santa Clara Street from 9 until 11 a m.

Bienvenido Cinco de Mayo
Downtown Si festival not
just about Mexican culture
By Nicholas Boer
start \?,

parade and included a group of
Mexican dancers in body
paint, colorful costumes and
huge feather head dresses.
One’ of the dancers, who
calls himself Mitlalpilli, said
dance and song have been an
integral part of Mexican culture for thousands of years. He
pointed to the red and
turquinse elements in his costume as ancient symbols.
"They’re symbols of fire and
said.
Mitlapilli
water,"
"Masculine and feminine energy. When the two get together,
something happens."
Most of the men were just
enjoying the music, food and
view, but a few were more
aggressive and tried to stick
"booty" stickers on the behinds
of the fonalf,s
Laura Rustles was propositioned by a group of flair men

A crowd of 250.000 to
300,000 poured into downtown
San Jose Sunday to celebrate
the Cinco De Mayo holiday.
While the holiday’s origins
are in honor of Mexico’s defeat
of the French army more than
100 years ago most of the festival’s participants seemed
focused more on the here and
now.
"Drink a few beers and look
at all the wome.i, that’s why
we came," Robert %amnia
said.
Zarazua, who drove 14 an
hour from Salinas with a
friend, said he was hopeful
they would have dates by the
end of the day.
"We’ll go down swinging if
we don’t," Zarazua said.
The event started with a Sew Gine() de Mayo, page

San Jose
Police officers
arrest three
males on North
Seventh Street
who would not
leave the area
when fold to by
pkAce crowd
control officers.
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Post-party ruckus nothing new
By Nicholas Boer
’stall WilOr
Nine arrests were made shortly
after 5 p.tn. Sunday night in the same
area where riots occurred after last
year’s Cinco De Mayo festival.
According to Derek Edwards,
a ml
ad m ni strati ve
spokesman
sergeant for the San Jose Police
Department. officers responded to
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In response to years of frustration with the
Lucky store at 272 E. Santa Clara St., several
members of the community gathered last week
and met with the store’s corporate management.
Residents and community members said they
have been concerned about security, cleanliness,
drunks, drug dealing, graffiti and poor service,
f knifing other things. Since Tuesday’s meeting
when residents were able to state their grievances, some said they have seen changes and are
optimistic.
In recent weeks arrests had been made by the
San Jose Police Department in and around the
Lucky store. About one month ago several units
within the San ’Jose Police Department worked
together on an oper.tion to curb the presence of
drugs in the area.
Accruing totfficer Alex Keller of the San Jose
f, ilice Depart ment t he
’ration came about due
to a culmination if various things including obvious wien drug dealing and concern from rest.s and business owners
"It was an ongoing problem and we decided to
hit it head on," said Keller.
Keller said the police averaged about 12
arrests per night during a weeklong crackdown in
front of the store last week. Ile said arrests were
made for drug pm issession. possession for sales,
p,ssession of a deadly weapon, sale, of a narcotic
and being under the influence. The drugs
involved were cocaine and rock cocaine.
Keller said that as far he knew San -Jose Police
Department is continuing to monitor the situation.
Tom Hall, assistant marifigi,r at Lucky, said
several concessions wen, made concerning alcohol. After Tuesday’s meeting the store removed
.ill malt liquor from the sales floor, now refuses to
sf 11 alcohol between 7 a in and noon and refuses
Iii ’,ill :11C(11101 IiiIllt,,xicatid persons.
Sue cam, president of the Horace Mann
NeiffhliorM,id Association, which played a major
role in pushing for change at Lucky. said the store
made changes immediatel after the meeting.
’’This ’re working at it," Cam said. "They went
hack that night And pulled 40-ounce containers
ft the sheik’s."
felt Lucky has a responsibility to
1%1111 ,,I1,1
get involi...1 with he community
"Just like residents and other businesses. they
have to help with these problems.- Cam said
’And, specifically, (loot make it worse by selling
these drunk.The flora( e Mann Neighborhood A sociation
ems ’N an area extending from Julian :cod San
Fern:iodo streets to Fourth and 111th streets
Patti Phillips. a San Jose State Vniversity
alumna, is a member of the ass. ’chit tutu mnd has
lived en South Sixth Street a short distance from
Shi, said slit’ often
Lucky, almost her sshole
See Lucky, page 5

’Golden age’ of SJS catches big band ’bug’
By Mark 60111C/
V rude -n

Editor’s note. Today is the first
day of a five -part series, titled "Rock
of Ages." The series will delce orta
the (waving music scene at what
Was first San dam. State College
and later San Jose State University
During the week, "Rock Ages" will
chronicle the changes in c allure and
society that led to the cuts that
swung on a star. hopped till they
dropped, niened with the griNno. and
rapped the light fiinteisti it,
the
years in San dose. Welcome to the
’40s
Marty Brittan likes to remember
life, at San Jose State College from
1940-45 as the "guide’, age" of oil-

cri.
Alid4.111S
lege. Most
Santa Clara Valley residents, many
Of whom. like Brittan find fellow
alum Rex Gardiner. came from San
Jose high
There were abinit 3,000 stu
dents attending SJS in the fall of
1940, Britt an and Gardiner’s first
quarter, and it was cm place where if
you spent enough time, there, you
could get to km is’.’ everybody’S
name.
Socializing and music
school
dances especially were a big part
of student life The music of that
era, swing and jazz, was most popular among SJS students. The big
band sounds of Glen Miller, Tommy
Dorsey, Art it. Shaw and GlIV
Immbardo were heard on the radi
record players and if the SJS oink

munity %sits hicks enough, in town
for a list’ pertorniance
The center of campus 0,11-.1,tf.(1
(It Classrc.m11- anion(’ Toss er
and the quad Area Brit tan retnetn
burs that the Athletic di.pArtment
was separated trim the ampus
Students %said(’ gather het ween
and after classes on the lawn area
near Tower I hell
(’ampus life was very different
then flubs iind social org.iniza
lions held a prominent plare iii
many students’ Ii’, i’s
danuing
being the popular thing
"Dancing then is es person to
person. cheek -to -cheek," Britten.
said "People didn’t dance apart
That arose tin f illy with jitterbug
g.ing, where sue) would dance %vitt’ a
girl and fling her out The wilder

&A
The wilder types would fling a
girl up in the air. That was not
very popular at first, but after
the war, a lot of the people jitterbugged.
- Marty BrIttan
class of 1946

is lies would fling a girl up in the
air That ssas not very popular at
first. hut after the ssar. a lot of the
it ’uuple’ iiticrhugmi."

There were often two dances
held simultaneously
One in the
me,n’s gym at the corner of Fourth
See page 8
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Empty nest not quite what she expected
my oldest sons were
When
teenagers, I used to think of
them as mutant viruses, nasty
bugs that would eventually go away on
their own regardless of any self-medication I’d perform.
I could take a couple of aspirin for my
aches and fever, some Pepto Bismol for
my nausea, huddle under the covers for
warmth and curse under my breath, but
my only real choice was to wait them out.
With enough patience and moaning on
my part, they’d eventually mature and
move out in their own sweet time, and I’d
be left in peace to enjoy my old age, just
me and my dogs.
No more arguments about curfews.
No more late-night, last-minute science projects.
No more typing term papers at 5 a.m.
No more dishes under the bed, moldy and dusty
and completely unrecognizable.
No more wet towels on the bathroom floor.
No more empty milk cartons in the refrigerator.
No more arguments about whose turn it is to take
out the trash or mow the lawn.
No more noseprints on the front door window.
No more anxious nights waiting to hear a key in
the front door, whispered "shushes" and soft foothills
sneaking down the hallway.
I told myself that peace was right around the corner, just hang in there.
At least, that’s what I used to think.
It’s true, they are getting older, but peace is elusive.
One son has already moved out and is getting
married in June the one who swore as a child he
was never leaving home.
Another is also engaged and is earnestly looking
for new digs with his intended the son who hated
asking for help and the one I thought would be the
first to move out.
The youngest one is getting his driver’s license
this month my baby and after that I probably
won’t see hide nor hair of him again unless he needs
money.
Apparently this particular virus is mutating

fluster than his brothers because at almost
17, he’s not giving me nearly as much discomfort as his siblings at that age, just an
occasional ache now and then.
Then again, maybe it’s me. Maybe my
immunities are in full swing and he’s not
affecting me as much.
At any rate, I’m not finding the peace I
thought would be waiting with my rest
and recovery from their germ warfare.
I love my dogs, but they’re a little short
in the conversation department.
I’m finding that the closer my sons get
to autonomous adulthood, the more
human they’re becoming and the more I
enjoy their company.
In one of life’s little ironies, they’ve
become what I’ve always wanted them to be: people
I can live with and not want to strangle.
They’ve even begun to take into account the fact
that their mother is a person in her own right, not
just the woman who has raised them.
For a while now they’ve been scolding me for not
letting them know where I am, or for coming home
late from school, or for not taking proper care of my
car. It’s kind of nice, having someone worry about me
for a change.
And now they’re leaving. What’s that all about?
It must be one of God’s little jokes on parents.
Kind of like the one he plays on us when our skins
begin to shrink and wrinkle on the outside just as
our minds are expanding on the inside.
I went to a bridal shower last week for my son’s
fiancee and couldn’t help tbeling like I wasn’t really
me.
How could I be the mother of someone getting
married? I’m not old enough yet. I haven’t even finished going to school yet. Sometimes I don’t feel any
more mature inside than I did at 20.
Other times I feel ancient, especially when I
think about my children having children.
Maybe that’s it. I’m no longer just a mother host.
I’m mutating, too.
Lois Jenkins is the Spartan Daily opinion editor
Her column appears every Monday.

Parental involvement with children step in right direction
Americans we have both overAs
come and suffered the kinds of
social ills that affect future generations. Of the most threatening we
currently face, lack of accountability
may be the most far reaching.
Lack of accountability in government, to ourselves and to each other
is damaging to our society enough.
But it is the lack of accountability
to our children that dims our future.
Fortunately, organizations such
as the Ms. Foundation, a women’s
advocacy group, are taking measures which may better our children’s future.
"Take Our
The foundation’s
Daughter To Work Day" and other
parental bonding programs are the
types of measures we need.

San Jose State
University’s
April 23 participation in ’Take
Our Daughter to
Work Day" is a positive step in the
right direction toward parental
accountability.
Those parents who participated in
the day’s events strike a blow, however small, for accountability in our
children’s lives.
Events such as these not only
show that we are accountable to our
children beyond feeding them, but it
teaches our children what it is to be
an accountable adult.
Simply one day on the job with a
parent gives a child a glimpse of his
or her parent as a person.

In terms of
t eaching
accountability, a
child at work
with a parent
witnesses mom or dad upholding
responsibility to:
His or her boss
Fellow employees
Those he or she manages
The family
By setting the example these parents show their children that
accountability is a virtue to strive
for, something positive. Parents taking these simple actions on an average work day, once a year, are ultimately taking steps in making our
future brighter.
Beyond the accountability factor
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which affects us all, parental mentoring days help give children a
clearer vision of a future for themselves.
We are living in a world where
gangs, drugs and other destructive
factors are leading children to early
graves and less than productive
lives.
By participating in their parents’
lives outside the home, children get a
taste of what it is like to have a
career or aspire to do better than
their parents.
Without a notion of the future,
children will settle for less than they
are capable of achieving.
No one benefits from the lost
potential of children.
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Use of deadly force

Taking advantage
of public transit
not valley priority
the opportunity
Ihad to Germany last
to go
month on a business
trip where, like every
other German worker, I
/57 had to use the train system to get around.
I am always impressed
by the efficiency and
accessibility of public
transportation (even in
very small villages) in
Susan Shaw
Europe, and with how
many people use the systems.
STIFF WRITER
Then I return to
California and I realize it
would never work here.
Californians will never part with their cars in
large enough numbers to make public transportation really work. Cars are less transportation than they are reflections of our personality
They are a permanent fixture in our culture.
Ask the Silicon Valley Manufacturing Group,
which represents local businesses, and any local
government official what is their number one
issue (behind affordable housing) and the
answer will be traffic and transportation.
The Texas Transportation Institute determined in 1993 that Silicon Valley had the fourth
highest total traffic delays of the 11 regions surveyed. The problem is likely twice as bad today.
The problem and the solution represents the
classic chicken and egg phenomenon: more people say they’d use public transportation if it was
more accessible, while governments say they’d
have more public transportation available if
more people would use it.
I think there’s a credibility problem at work
here, and you need look no further than our own
campus to figure that out.
More than just decorative, those little stickers on our SJSU enrollment cards allow SJSU
students to ride the area’s buses and light rail
for free. How many people out of the 26,000 or so
on this campus take advantage of this free service? 10,000? 20,000?
Only 3,836 students use the service, according to A.S. Executive Director Alfonso De Alba,
although the number has doubled since the program started three years ago.
I used the card a couple of years ago myself
and found out I could walk two blocks from my
house and take a single bus to campus. I’m sorry
to say I don’t take advantage of this program
more often. Pretty soon I’m going to have even
fewer excuses.
The Valley Transportation Authority recently
announced it was adding more buses, and it is
also beefing up the light rail system, including
extending service to Mountain View.
The Transportation Authority also offers Eco
Pass, a program that allows employers to purchase annual transit passes for their employees
at discounted rates. On April 1, the agency
announced it would spend more than $88 million on transportation in the Bay Area during
the the next 20 years.
The question is, will people finally wake up
and take advantage of public transportation?
Susan Shaw is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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by Dave Whamond

escalating: actions
cannot be ignored
protect
Their job is to Every
and to serve.
day police officers
put themselves in harm’s
way in their efforts to
keep us safe. But is this
always the case?
Easter Sunday I was
spending a nice afternoon
with my family. sharing
laughs and having fun,
while just a few blocks
away another family’s Yvette Anna Trejo
worst nightmare was
Situ WRITIR
playing out before its eyes.
It could have been avoided.
Just a five-minute walk from the house I grew
up in, an 18-year-old male was in a face-to-face
confrontation with the police. The teen had
allegedly fled a hit-and-run accident but he did
not escape the San Jose Police Department. He
shouldn’t have run.
In their attempt to subdue him, the police
used deadly force. The teen was armed with only
a rock, but apparently it was seen as life-threatening to the police. He should have given up.
In front of family and neighbors, the teen was
shot and critically injured. He was a young kid
in a bad situation and he found out the hard way
that not everything has a happy ending. He now
faces a life he never expected.
In just a matter of minutes, a teenager went
from riding in his truck to being on the receiving
end of life-threatening gunfire. For days his life
was hanging by a thread. He survived, but he
will surely never forget.
This teen should’ve and could’ve done things
differently but he didn’t. The same goes for the
police that were involved they didn’t have to
shoot him, but they did. It’s easy in hindsight to
say things should’ve been done differently, but
the tragedy remains the same.
I know this is only one case that I am referring to, but a young life is enough reason to be
outraged. Teens are seeing violent acts committed in a number of places, including their
schools, homes and neighborhoods. Teens don’t
need to be afraid of the police as well.
This is not to say all police officers are bad,
because they aren’t. However, some may not be
best suited for the job. Amnesty International
recently released information about ill-treatment and excessive force demonstrated by the
New York Police Department. In the investigation evidence suggested that a large majority of
the victims are racial minorities, mainly AfricanAmericans and people of Asian or Latin
American descent.
Some of the allegations in Amnesty
International’s investigation included deaths in
custody from alleged excessive force and shootings in violation of the NYPD’s own strict guidelines for the use of deadly force.
This information may not necessarily pertain
to the SJPD, but it goes to show that excessive
force is occurring within police departments and
it shouldn’t be ignored.
The bottom line is a teen doesn’t deserve to
face a bullet for having a rock in his hand. The
rock wouldn’t have killed anyone, but the bullets
from the police could have and they almost did.
Yvette Anna Trejo is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on
the Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan
Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and
length. Submissions must contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Rental Hall Room 209. sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, email at SDAILWejnic.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State University,
One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the stalt.
Published opinions and advertisenients do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily. the
School of Journalism and Mass Communications or
SJSU.
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Government should stay out of bedrooms
Daily must be responsible ’voice on campus’
This is in regard to the article
by Andrew Hussey on April
17, "Hussey highlights: beer
drinker’s haven." I find this article inappropriate for a university paper, especially within the
San Jose State University campus.
A university school paper
that deliberately encourages
the irresponsible use of any
drugs, in this situation alcohol,
is flaunting the president’s
directive for creating a university campus that has an "obligation to its students to create an
environment conducive to
healthy and responsible decisions."
In the article, Hussey is
telling students it’s time to "forget about those unimportant
scholastic pursuits and time to
concentrate on what really
takes center stage," which is
drinking.
Hussey is not supporting
responsible drinking in the privacy and safe haven of your
home, but is actively encouraging a public abuse of alcohol
while on this campus. Hussey
actually recommended "polishing off beers" and playing
Frisbee golf on campuses like
SJSU.

Even more idiotic is his recommendation of "polishing off a
12-pack" while in the vicinity of
a body of water and away from
prying eyes.
God forbid if you fall into
that body of water while under
the influence of 12 cans of beer,
which is equivalent to a blood
alcohol content of 0.3 to 0.4, if
you’ve been binge drinking for
the last hour or two.
Reality check! A blood alcohol
content of 0.08 is the legal limit
in California. If your blood alcohol level is above 0.08, you can
be classified as legally drunk in
California, while a blood alcohol
level of 0.3 to 0.4 can knock you
unconscious.
I’m sure it’s going to be really
fun finding yourself head down
in the lake.
As a university paper, the
Spartan Daily should recognize
its duty to its scholastic community to release articles that are
relevant to a university campus
and not be a walking, talking ad
like
for beer companies
Milwaukee.
A campus paper editor glorifying irresponsible drinking
behavior in conjunction with
playing a team sport like "sloshball" and engaging in a danger-

ous activity like camping in the
wilderness is not an example of
a writer exercising his freedom
of speech. It’s a dangerous
example of the epitome of stupidity while under the influence
of the pen.
I believe Hussey has the
right to waste his best years in
college with dreams of "fuzzy
bloodshot summers," but to use
a university paper to righteously condone and actively encourage irresponsible drinking
habits is a waste of my tuition.
This article had no scholastic
and no entertaining relevancy.
The Spartan Daily should be
more responsible for its action
and position of power as a
strong voice on campus and a
representation of the campus
community.
I, for one, do not want the
public thinking that SJSU is a
school of drunkards with irresponsible lifestyles.
Most importantly, Hussey,
maybe it’s an ignorant question
on my part, but what was the
purpose of this article?
Hang Bui
student educator/Prevention
Education Program Center
(PEP)

Misuse of alcohol has negative consequences
This is a response to the article which appeared on April
17, "Hussey highlights: beer
drinker’s havens."
I must admit at first, I
thought the article was a joke. I
could not believe that Hussey
would actually advise me, the
reader, to abandon my "unimportant scholastic pursuits and
concentrate on what really
takes center stage throughout
the summer: outdoor drinking."
OK, Mr. Words of Wisdom,
since you are promoting the
idea of getting hammered
throughout the summer, or as
you put it "bloodshot," why don’t
you list for us, the readers, the
consequences which might arise
from being wasted?
Why don’t you mention that
if we get popped for open containers, the fine is approximately $200 and possible community
service? It doesn’t matter if the
alcohol is camouflaged in a
sports bottle or not, it is still
considered an open container.
Why don’t you also mention
that if we, the readers of your

column, get cited for a DUI, the
fines can add up to $2,500 or
more? In addition, we could get
a 30-day suspension of our driver’s license and another 60-day
restriction as well as community service and possible jail time
of 48 hours to six months for
first-time offenders.
Also, by polishing off a 12pack of beer, as suggested, if a
person’s body weight was 180
pounds, his or her blood alcohol
level would be at 0.25 and
this is at 40-minute intervals of
which definitely
spaced time
indicates intoxication and three
times over the legal limit of
drinking, which is at 0.08.
And not only is one above the
legal limit, but as this state of
hindrance, one becomes heavily
sedated, incoherent and possibly may black out, not knowing
what they may be headed into.
Just imagine if the person
weighed less the end result
could be devastating.
Hussey promotes the idea of
alcohol use during various
activities. This poses a threat to

a person’s well being, not to
second-hand
the
mention
effects of alcohol abuse, such as
alcohol-related auto accidents
one of the leading causes of
death for young adults.
accidents
Alcohol-related
account for 650,000 persons
injured each year, 500 people
killed each week and 70 people
killed every day
It’s one thing to go out and
have a good time, but know your
limits, man. Not everything you
do should involve alcohol, and to
try to map out everything to
avoid getting popped from the
abuse of alcohol sounds like a
personal problem rather than
advice.
Nothing personal, I just feel
that if there is a promotion for a
partying type of lifestyle one
should also be aware of the negative side effects that go along
with this type of lifestyle.

The letter you published
April 28 by our director of
counseling services, who reacted to a student’s response to a
recent article about the Boy
Scouts
of America,
was
absolutely frightening.
Sivertsen’s belief that the
U.S. court system should decide
what families and family-oriented organizations can and
cannot do threatens the foundation of the American society.
Sivertsen said, "If the Boy
Scouts had decided to deny any
other group based on their status, the courts would not have
ruled in its favor."
This same point of view has
been held by Lenin, Stalin and
Castro
let the state decide
what families can and cannot do
with their children.
Perhaps America’s greatest
achievement was its government. The courts used to let
families raise their children,
and the government allowed its
citizens the freedom to make
their own decisions.
Now Sivertsen wants a communistic society, one in which

This is a letter written in
reply to the editorial by Lois
Jenkins on April 27.
Scapegoating has become a
popular sport lately. This article
chided the Sierra Club members for voting against an antiimmigrant
resolution.
It
appears that the editorialist
believes that the degradation of
the environment is the fault of
immigrants.
But who are the ones driving
the
gas-guzzling
SUV’s?
Immigrants? I don’t think so.
Who are the owners of the
large farms that receive subsidized water and see no reason
to conserve? Immigrants? I
don’t think so.
Who are the ones building
those large luxury homes with
banisters and floors made from
the rare woods of the rain forest? Immigrants? I don’t think
140.

rebuttal to the April 30 ediIntorial "Spoiled students discover true cost of paying for
paper," I want to illuminate the
computer lab’s printing policy,
which seriously gouges users by
unfairly charging them 15 cents
a page, and I want to enlighten
those who may think otherwise.
First, 15 cents per printout
quickly adds up, especially for
students concerned about turning in their best work.
Second, some students, like
myself, don’t have access to
computers and printers; thus,
we are constrained by the lab’s
policies.
Third, many students who
have access to computers and

printers don’t care what the
computer lab charges.
Now, SJSU’s lab is not a
Kinko’s, a business concerned
with profit; instead SJSU’s lab
is part of a nonprofit public educational institution concerned
with the welfare of its students,
rich and p(x)r.
Therefore, I am criticizing
the 15-cents-a-page fee, but no
one has argued there should not
be a fee. At 5 cents a page, the
quality of work from fewer students will be affected. UC
Berkeley’s computer printing
policy allows a student 750 free
copies a year, after which there
is a 10-cents-a-page fee.
Let’s resolve this fairly, justly

and quickly by letting students
and others participate, contributing their ideas and sentiments democratically.
Otherwise, those who most
need and use the lab will be left
out to dry.

(.,

lavc Lofty Goals?

Free film "Orientation" at 7,30
p.m today through Friday at 80 E
Rosemary St For more information, call Ilene at .4081 441-6661

Daily Mass from 12 10 12 :15
ti m at the corner of 10th inil San
Carlos streets
from the
dorms . Free pizza and discussion: "The Book of Mac:Owes" front
7 - 8 10 p tn at 300 S 10th St For
more information. call Canny at
.4081 9:18-1610
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04410111g inn.k

II
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mathematics/computer
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blame elsewhere.
This kind of irresponsible
behavior that blames others
inspires and legitimizes hate. It
is no surprise that the backers
of the Sierra Club resolution,
conservative
anti -immigrant
extremists, supported it with
$700,000 to $1,000,000. Bad
behavior spawns bad behavior. ’
Last month all Hispanic faculty
at L.A. State University were
sent death threats by e-mail,
simply because those teachers
were Hispanic.
From where I sit, I cannot
help but see the position of the
editorialist and that of the bigoted writer of those threats as
different sides of the same coin
they legitimize each other.

$79 per night

Yosemite Entertainment is looking fin talented (. programmers with Win9S
experience for our summer internship program. Participants will receive S WOO/
month, housing and an opportunity to work with some of the best minds in the
industry. Were located in the beautiful Sierra Nevada. lust miles from YOS(11111141
National Park. Sound interesting? Ti sn please e-mail a copy of your resume
chrinine.ciechOsierra.com or fax us al 1209) 4,11 50747

,

Dave Stornetta
College of Humanities and ’
the Arts -

fiosiiii 10:1 Afetnorial 1)iiv
2 tor 1 speccil For more information tall Jill Christen...is at aos
121 .111(1

Tuesday

.H CAMPUS MINISTRY

Daily Mass from 12.10 - 1235
p 111 at the corner of 10th and San
Carlo,. streets (across from the
dorms For more information, call
Ginny at 1.10/1. 938-1610.

k I )11AT ION SPECIAL

For San Jose State,

Let’s face the facts. The people who fit the profile are middle class Americans who see little compelling reason to conserve. They are the people who
have acquired a taste for waste,
but would prefer to place the

Sparta Guide

-

Michael C. Macarelli
philosophy/communication
studies

Who are the ones building
the golf courses, one of the
greatest destroprs of. the environment and natural habitats
with
their
unquenchable
thirsts? Immigrants? I don’t
think so.
Are the immigrants playing
on those links? I don’t think so.
Are they members of those
country clubs? I don’t think so.
Are the immigrants using
energy resources to heat their
hot tubs? I don’t think so.
Have you checked out the
freeways lately, glutted with
vehicles with single passengers? Immigrants? I don’t think

Today

CHURCH OF SCIRNTOLOGY

Student input needed on computer lab fees

nobody else’s until they try to
force their behavior on others.
When homosexuals politically threaten families, families
have the right to defend themselves. Heterosexuals, who create families in the first place,
should decide what families do.
Homosexuals have chosen a
lifestyle that is inherently family-less. Why do they want to
impose their views on families
now?
I strongly support the Boy
Scouts’ parents, who have the
right to decide with whom their
children associate.
I am ashamed of SJSU’s
director of counseling services,
who wishes to suppress the
rights of our nation’s families.
These poor people just want
their sons to learn how to build
a warm fire and tie a knot, not
explore same-sex relationships
and homosexual politics.

Immigrants not to blame for erwironment

CA

Robert A. Hernandez
sociology

the government controls the
behavior of its citizens. This
point of view condemns the freedom of the common man.
Right or wrong, families need
to be given the freedom to make
the rules for organizations like
the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4H, etc.
If they can’t, we should prepare a fond farewell for democracy, and a hardy hello for a
state-run, socialist society.
Sivertsen also believes people should be granted certain
political and social privileges
because they like to have sex
with their own gender, and that
they "will continue to fight for
that right."
Sexual behavior of any
type belongs in the bedroom,
not in the Boy Scouts.
Unfortunately, gays think
they are allowed political rights
because they like to act a certain way "between the sheets."
What’s next? The Slave and
Domination Organization? The
Bestiality Association?
What people do in their bedrooms is their business and

Make your
reservations today!

P
April 30, Also 1,2,7,11,9, at ?pm Also but I,.
SI S Ginn* Si Sfolouts/Seekna
Oliste 408 924 4555
Groups 40S924 4551

SJSU Theatre
(Oland Son Fernando Street
(Downtown San lose(
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Grading essays
easy as A,B,C
Computer program
to aid in ’reading’ of
long -format exams
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I am extraordinarily
skeptical. A computer is not a
human being, and a
computer is not
teaching the class.
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Darrell Laham, a Colorado
University at Boulder doctoral
student who worked on the software with Foltz, said the program requires ;11sait 20 times
the memory of an ordinary personal computer
Laham said the program is
super-ion- to older met hi its of
auttanatic essiiy scoring which
counted words and analyzed
mechanics and grammar
Int ell igent Essay Assessor
essay :the
"understands"
through a new type of artificial
to
according
intylhgence,
Lahain.
First the program is fed infbrminim about a topic through online textbooks or other sources.
It then takes the text material
and determines mathematically
what words should appear in the
essay
The software does allow students to use different words with
the same meaning, like doctor
and physician.
Then the professor grades
enough essays to provide a good
statistical sample and feed.-:
those results to the comput,
according to Laham.
Students type their essa
into a computer and
in
receive the sanie grade as the
human -graded essays to which
they are most closely matched.
"Thp program has perfect consistency in grading, an attribute
that human graders almost
never have." Laham said. "The
system does not get bored,
rushed, sletpy, impatient or fuirgetful."
Rico said while he could tell if
a student was bluffing on an
I’Stiay l’Xanl, he doubted a computer program could.
"The makers of the program)
must have extremely low standards," Rice said. "I don’t see
how anyone could even test the
program

Police injured during
Washington State party
1.1 1.I.NIAN. Wash. qf’,
tear gas and water
ronfronted rt,ck-throwing
;.oers early Sunday near
State
Washington
I tie ersity campus Three pinarrested and ZI police
u,I,
I,
It ’Yet,ii n muffed
started
The ,11,turh.inc(
went to Mvestigate
o hen
I it
,,--trein accident and
ni
ri as many ;is 200
isopl, at a rental house in the
neighhortiood
Ainlioritit.-: were unsure
....11.11 prompted the violence, in
lo, h !peer cans and rocks were
hr a ti at the iffhl.rs
It v...,-. a spontaneous event
at a part%
1111, POliCe
Chief Ted \Veal ht.rly said
sil tortiallte were set
afire in the street Damage
oichyled hrolo.n store windows
old ar windshield,
Nikst ol the allured officers

wen. treat ..d for minor cuts and
hruiSPS ;11111 released, university
spokeswoman Barbara Petura
said. One officer suffered a broken ankle.
Fiair students were treated
for minor injuries and released.
Weatherly said more arrests
were possible after police
reviewed photographs and
videotapes of the disturbance.
On Saturday, police in East
Lansing, Mich., fired tear gas
into It crowd of 3,000 Michigan
State I7niversity students who
lit a bonfire in the city’s downtown to protest a ban on drinking at uu favorite party spot.
And le ii ice in New Hampshire
wen, pelted with bottles, beer
cans and rocks when they tried
to disperse inure than 500 partying Plymouth State College students
and
visitors early
Saturday.

WNG’5 Go!
Chinese Cuisine food To
[kni.,,)1

\Umtata, A.
tivaii Cuisine
Go
lios I uni
I uncli end I )inner
caw, an., A\ dilatilc

I 294-3303 OR 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

President Clinton arrived on Air Force One at Moffett Field to
attend a business round table discussion, two fund-raisers for

Daniel Frohht h/ Spartan Dady
Democratic congressional candidates and to spend the weekend with his daughter, Chelsea.

Clinton makes Bay Area stop
President
PALO ALT O (AP)
Clinton and his wife Hillary closed out a
private weekend with their daughter
Ch,Ispa on Sunday with church MTViCVS
and lunch on the campus of Stanford
University, where Chelsea is a freshman.
The president wis flying to Los
;end two fund-raisers
Angeles biter tout
io
candidates,
for Democna ii-c ongre ssnal
including Rill. Loretta Sanchez, D-Calif.
The reception ;mud dinner were expected

to raise a combined $1 million.
The Clintons spent most of the weekend secluded with Chelsea at the home
of computer industry executive Steve
Jobs in nearby in Woodside, a wealthy
enclave.
On Sunday morning the Clintons
attended services at Stanford Memorial
Church on the campus’ Main Quad. An
unidentified young man sat with the
Clintons in the first pew beside Chelsea.

Mrs. Clinton’s press secretary, Marsha
Berry, told reporters she had no information about the young man, who also
joined the Clintons for lunch at the
MacArthur Park restaurant on campus.
As they emerged from church, the
president shook hands with several
dozen people who had gathered outside
in the sunshine. Clinton did not speak
with reporters who were accompanying
him.

Democrat Harman last in polls
Candidate for governor
feels ’best’ for job; half
of voters are women
She lives it the issues of women in the
SAN FRANCISCO (AP,
workforce. She has kids, and women
become
Campaigning
to
California’s next governor, U.S.
have it two and three times harder than
Rep. ..lane Harman is fond of saymen. I just admire her energy and tenacing she’s not just the women’s
candidate. she’s the best candiity.
date
Still, her gender is arguably
her greatest strength in a state
where m ore than half of registered voters are women, both its
o e a nd soU. S. senato rs a re wmn
called "worn en’s issues" such as
education typically dominate
campaign discoiirse.
Yet should she win the June 2
open primary, Ilarman also
would have to surmount a daunting fact in rece nt C alifornia election history
female Democrats
have lost t he last two gubeniator ial ras.
ce
But she has worse trouble. A
recent poll shows she has
dropped to last iimong the three
Democrat lc candidates.
Harman ninihly works both
sides of the gi alder issue Last
week, she expressed frustration
with the news media’s constant
focus on her gender. Moments
later, when asked what voters
should
know
about
her,
pt
Harman’s ri.sinse
sounded tailored to woo women.
"That I’m a pro-choice nuither
of finir, that I struggle with the
same things in my day that most
rrot hers struggle with, but I do it
on a biniastal basis," she said. "I
call in if I’m not hnme with my
kids at night and try to help
them with homework."
In the mostly female crowd
!Jarman addressed Friday, support was self evident. Wherever
she trained her crystal -blue eyes,

Elmy Bermejo
Los Angeles resident

women responded with smiles. A
few embraced her and kissed her
on the cheek.
Among them at the reception
ler gay and lesbian leaders was
Elmy Bermejo, 43, who owns a
home in Harman’s Los Angeles area congressional district.
Burniejo was thrilled simply to
shake Harman’s hand and she
said Harman does more than
just talk about women’s issues.
"She lives it the issues of
women in the workforce," Ms.
Bermejo said. She has kids, and
women have it two and three
times harder than men. I just
admire her energy and tenacity"
Harman can appear somewhat stiff in TV ads, but her
energetic, engaging speaking
style whipped up the friendly
crowd in San Francisco’s Mission
hstrict.
Standing on a table serving as
a makeshift stage, she was a
commanding presence in a conservative gray suit, her grayblond hair swept back, her eyes
locking in on individual listeners
in the crowd.
Her four-minute address
opened with a theme the crowd
devoured
support for needle exchange programs for drug

salesrvcgshirts com
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The votes Harman has cast
during her three terms and her
stands on such issues as abortion
and expanded education funding
have earned her sterling
endorsements
from
many
women’s groups.
The
National
Women’s
Political Caucus backs her for
the Democratic nomination. The
American
Association
of
University Women says Harman
voted "correctly" on all its issues
four years running. The National
Abortion Rights Action Leagues
gave her a perfect score three out
of four years.

SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS!
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but lacked specifics.
addicts
It was the kind of speech opponents and reporters have begun
to criticize as lacking substance.
But underlying it was the kind of
cooperative leadership style
Harman says she is emphasizing
in lieu of specifics, something
that might be a welcome change
in a state capital that occasionally grinds to a halt amid fierce
partisan squabbling.
Harman pledged to:
"Work together with a lot of
other folks to unify our state, to
make the Legislature and the
governor work as a unit."
"Overcome this horrible
atmosphere we’ve been dealing
with for five years, with all these
divisive (ballot) initiative measures."
Institute "government that
recognizes everyone and treats
everyone equally, regardless of
race, gender, ethnicity or sexual
orientation."

Harman acknowledges that
her gender was factor that
helped her decide to run for governor.
Harman, the only major
female candidate, entered the
race shortly after hugely popular
U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein chose
not to run.
"I suppose it factored in terms
of assessing whether there was
the opportunity to win," she said.
"But what it has to do with how!
campaign
is
complicated,
because I struggle with all the
(demands) of children and family, as many working mothers do."
Harman has used her motherhood as a shield against an
attack from Democratic rival Al
Checchi, who has blasted her for
missing 63 percent of the votes in
the House this year. Harman’s
response is that she’s a congresswoman and a candidate AND a
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Taking it all in stride

Rally ’round the cause

Can more than 70 million
Americans be wrong? Walking
is the No. 1 exercise among
active Americans, according to
the latest National Sporting
Goods Association INSPGA)
chart of sports participation.
Jogging has lost more than 5.7
million of us in the last 10
years.

Director of UCLA Labor Center Kent Wong speaks Friday night
to Proposition 226 protesters at the San Jose Federal Court

Grayson West/ Spartan Daily
Building in downtown San Jose. Prop. 226 is a proposal to end
paying political contributions by using union funds in California.

Lucky: Addresses neighborhood concerns
Continued from page 1
sees more interesting things outside her front window than she
does on television shows. Phillips
said she had just seen a drug
deal take place right near her
home only minutes before.
"For an old lady I’ve really
gotten to know what goes on,"
Phillips said.
Phillips said she thinks the
commitments made by Lucky to
help the neighborhood will have
a lasting effect.
"I think their response was so
positive that I don’t think it will
ever deteriorate again," Phillips
said.
Hall said he’s had some customers mention that it looks like
the store is going through
remodeling.
"All the response I’ve received
has been positive. The interior
and exterior of the store is lex)king well," Hall said.
Hall went through the list of
commitments that Lucky made
to the neighborhood on Tuesday,
which included the concessions
on alcohol, increased security,
increased lighting and plans to
keep the store looking clean, and
noted most have been completed.
As of Friday he noted that only a
few commitments on the list
were pending and left to be completed.
Tom Saggau, community coordinator for Project Crackdown Campus Community, said Lucky
will either attract or not
certain element
attract
a
depending on how it looks. He
said the association shouldn’t
have to continuously struggle to
keep out the bad elements.
Project Crackdown is a city
program that targets neighborhoods that have drug dealing,
blight and gang activity. The proEach Year, Cigarettes Kill
More Americans Than AIDS,
Alcohol, Car Accidents, Fires,
Illegal Drugs, Murders, and
Suicides Combined.
:, .

tinuing on.
Escoto said he notified the
police and they immediately
and investigated the
It’s been our top priority to make sure responded
situation. He said members of
kids have a clean, safe path toward the neighborhood were alerted
and they felt the problem was
school. In the past few weeks, instead escalating.
He said about once a week he
of going to their classes, they had to be
walks around his school grounds
walking across people, through panhan- with a bucket and rubber gloves
dling, almost being accosted. These and he lex)Ics for spoons, syringes
and crack bags. He said he usukinds of things in San Jose we can’t ally finds something.
Escoto said a real concern
allow.
came from parents who had
noticed and complained about
Tom Saggau
drug dealing and people being
Project Crackdown-Campus Community
drunk in public. He said because
community coordinator
of the meeting he’ feels some positive. things are. going to result.
"My optimism is based on the
gram helps the neighborhood almost being accosted. These. fact that I think we have. a new
organize and form an association kinds of things in San Jose we partner who’s going to be partic
ipating in the struggle we had
and teaches residents how to can’t allow."
access social services.
Adam Escoto, principal of taking the. neighborhood back
The program stays in the Horace Mann Academy located from the drug dealers," Escoto
neighborhood until it feels resi- across the street from Lucky, had said, "and that partner is Lucky."
Cynthia Rivera has two childents are able to handle things been concerned about the danon their own. The program gerous environment his students dren who attend Horace Mann
works together with the San were facing every day
Academy, and she. said she did
Jose Police Department and code)
Escoto said in the last several have. concerns about people.
inspectors as well. Cam said weeks there were three separate hanging around the. bus stop and
Project Crackdown stayed in the incidents where children arrived she. frit once. she. left her children
Horace Mann neighborhood at school frightened and hysteri- at school she didn’t know what
until the end of 1996.
cal. He said they each told a sim- was going on. She’ said she feels
"It’s been our top priority to ilar story of how on their way to satbr now t hat changes are. takmake sure kids have a clean, school they encountered a drunk ing place’ because people. aren’t
safe path toward school," Saggau person in their pathway and just standing there.
"I agree with all the changes. I
said. "In the past few weeks, they would be too scared to walk
instead of going to their classes, past. Escoto said the children think it’s good," said Rivera. "I go
they had to be walking across would wait until the person she
there, too."
people, through panhandling, would stagger aWay livfOrt, c111
iirmierOgniriivvvy
fir
Women
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Be An Angel!!
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London $490 A
Amsterdam $429
Paris $498
Madrid $448
Brussels $498 ;
Athens $117
Frankfurt $582

push your hand forward
(reaching chest level, but not
crossing over).
Don’t land your foot with a
thud.
Do land on your heel and
roll through to the ball of your
foot. This helps you move faster
and allows you to use your
muscles to push off.
A good rule of thumb to
remember is any walk that
probably is.
silly,
looks
Exaggerated knee bending or
arm swinging can cause injury
and doesn’t enhance your
workout.
Get a good pair of walking
shoes light and flexible, with
a thin but durable midsole
I where your arch rests) and
plenty of forefront (ball of foot,
toes) cushioning.
In the beginning: power
walk (4-5 mph) daily for 15
minutes for beginners), 25
minute’s (fier intermediate exercisers) or 30 minutes (for
advanced exercisers). Add on
five minutes each week. For a
challenge-, try power walking
uphill.
"Notealways check with
your doctor before starting an
exercise program, especially if
you have pre-existing medical
conditions.

It keeps
more than
memories
alive.
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about going to

Attend the 12th annual
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Walk This Way...
Although walking has come
natural to us since. we’ve taken
our first step, a good walking
technique is a fitness must.
Don’t overstride. Fitness
walkers like to increase their
speed and intensity by increasing their stride, or increasing
the length between the leading
trailing
leg.
leg
and
Overstriding uses less muscle
and oxygen than walking at a
quicker pace, and can cause
lower back pain and shin Peggy Flynn is a member of
splints.
and
Fitness
Do it smooth. Focus on an Aerobics
increased number of steps and Association of America and has
keep your arms moving. By been an aerobics instructor for
integrating your arms, your more than seven years. Her "Fit
to Be Tied" column will run
legs are forced to keep up.
Don’t allow your arms to every Monthly. If you have any
questions or comments please
hang.
Do bend your arms to 91) contact her at the Spartan
degrees (pretend you are trying Daily at 924-3280, Dwight
to punch something in front of Bent el hall 209 or by e-mail at
you ) and swing your elbow SDAILItajnicsiswedu
back (just past ,.our hips) and

AI
i
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How Is
Your
Health?

Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-28 yrs,
healthy, bright &
responsible.
Call Stephanie @FFC
Also special need for
Asian Donors
1-800-939-6886

Why the change of pace?
One of the reasons, according to Bernie Finch, a chiropractor specializing in kinesiology, is that people are trying to
avoid the magnified impact
force created by running. In
short, they are trying to protect
their knees and lower backs
prime target areas for stress
due to the pounding and
impact of running. In addition,
walking helps strengthen the
heart and tone the body.
Walking isn’t just the
stroll -around -theleisurely
block anymore. It’s power walking, striding, fast walking and
race walking. Race walking can
take as much energy as jogging
if a quick pace is maintained.
In fact, the Coopers Institute
for Aerobics Research in Dallas
found that speed walkers
those who walked a 12-minutemile saw fitness gains similar to those of joggers.
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Sharks’ Cup dreams dead in water
The puck bounced off one of Murphy’s
skates and passed Dallas goalie Ed
Beltbur.
To determine whether Murphy intenLess than four minutes into overtime. the playoffs were suddenly over tionally kicked the puck, the video goal
judge reviewed the goal, but decided it
for the San Jose Sharks.
Mike Keane scored the decisive :3-2 was legal.
It was the first time in the series the
goal tor the Dallas Stars, his second goal
al the game. making sure Dallas video goal judge was consulted someadvanced to the sec,,m, round of the thing the Sharks claimed should have
happened in Game 5, which Dallas won
playotis
The Sharks jilt’. iii great playoff 3-2.
The game-winning goal for the Stars
hockey Saturif I,. against the 1/allas
they in that game caused a lot of controversy
Stars at the SAN Jose Arena
stayed disciplined t irougbait the game, when it was allowed without being
receiving only two penalties: they scored reviewed on video.
A Dallas player illegally had a foot in
a er-play opportunity,
on their first
taking the lead in the first period 1-0 the crease, the blue semi-circle in front
and goalie Mike Vernon made one out- of the goal, as the Stars scored the decistanding so’ alter another, turning sive goal.
About eight minutes into the second
away 25 shots iiigoal by the Stars.
period of Saturday’s game, Sharks cenNone of it WA, iii ugh.
"The best ti: in won," Sharks head ter Mike Ricci scored his first goal of the
coach Darryl Sutter said after the game. series.
Ricci took the Sharks to a 2-0 lead as
"I think Mike Nlodano was a dominant
player when he had to be and I think he picked up the puck on a rebound off
their defense in the (.11(1 was very good." a Stars player on a shot from John
’rim Sharks took the lead at 16:25 MacLean.
He spun around in front of the net,
into the first period, with a power-play
making Belfour go the opposite way, and
goal by .Joe Murphy
By Asa Bexell
"StAtt

titct

put the puck into a virtually open goal.
But the Stars were far from done.
As the game progressed, Dallas slowly but surely to over.
Richard
defenseman
Stars
Matvichuk reduced San Jose’s lead to 21, halfway through the second period,
putting the puck past Vernon on an

Overall we’re pretty
proud of each other.
We thought we gave
them a great run.
Owen Nolan
San Jose Sharks right wing

assist from Brian Skrudland.
The turning point in the game came
during a Sharks power play at the end
of the second period.
Dallas Star Mike Modano snatched
the puck and fed it to Mike Keat who
scored a short-handed goal on a two-onone play against the defenseless
Vernon.
Though there were no goals or penalties in the third period, the Stars dominated and out-shot the Sharks 11-5 in
shots on goal.
The third-period thriller looked like a
Stars power play, as the sellout crowd of
17,483 fans at the Arena held its collective breath when a Dallas player sent
off the puck, hitting the goal post next to
Vernon with a loud clunk.
At the end of regulation, the game
was still tied 2-2, with the Sharks heading for their doom in overtime.
Keane’s second and game-winning
goal came at 3:43 into overtime, as
Darryl Sydor and Greg Adams set up
the play.
Following the game, Stars head coach
Ken Hitchcock said he thought his players showed tremendous character, considering two of the team’s top three for-

wards were missing.
"I was really proud of our team in
this series," he said. "We overcame a
tremendous amount of physical and
emotional adversity, and our team rallied around a number of issues."
There was an atmosphere of disappointment and exhaustion in the
Sharks locker room after the game.
"When we’re on the power play and
they score a goal, that’s disheartening,"
defenseman Bill Houlder said.
Vernon was disappointed but admitted the Stars had a good game.
"They’re a good team. That’s probably
the best I have seen them play the
whole series," he said. "Even in the first
(period) they got a lot of shots in the slot
area."
Sharks right wing Owen Nolan, who
scored two goals in the playoff series
and had a great scoring opportunity in
Saturday’s game, said he thought his
team allowed the first two games of the
series get away.
"Today we were up two (goals) and
they shouldn’t have come back," he said,
but added "Overall we’re pretty proud of
each other. We thought we gave them a
great run."

Pamus stymies Fresno State
with national best, 13th win
Only 417 show for
dizzy bat race, other
fun at student night
By Kevin W. Hecternan
Sister ’ntatt Writt

For the second time this week,
Javier Pamus tossed a complete
game victory,
The win over the Fresno State
University Bulldogs makes
Pamus the nation’s leader in
wins with 13. It is also an SJSU
single -season record.
The Spartan righty scattered
six hit, while striking out 10 to
set another Spartan record with
20:3 fir the season.
Senior center fielder Scott
LeWitt was 2-thr-4 on Senior Day
at Municipal Stadium. Joe
Chutuk was 2 -for-5 with four
RBIs and Tony James blasted his
fourth home run of the season.
That was all the offense the
Spartan hurler would need. In a
very un-Pamuslike performance,
he gave up five runs, but was
never in .jeopardy of losing the
game
Sunday’s win meant a series
win over the much hated
Bull(lovs Saturday the Spartans
wort
Thi. only game SJSU
lost wa, Friday’s student night
at Municipal Stadium.
Friday the Spartan hitters
trod to light up Fresno State
University pitcher Jeff Weaver
for their customary big inning,
Problem was. Weaver was
throwing smoke
San Jose
State Uniyersit\ cat char Mike
Wright estinbited his fastball to
he In the 59392 M P11 range.
5.151-s baseball team was
never ahh to generate a big
offensive aming, falling to the
division rival liolldogs 6-4 at
San Jose Municipal Stadium on
Friday night.

Weaver went the distance,
surrendering eight well -scattered hits and only two walks
while fanning 10 SJSU hitters.
Jon Lauderdale and Mike
Wright were the only Spartans
to get more than one hit each
with Lauderdale
had two
accounting for half of SJSU’s
flair RBIs.
"We battled," Wright said. "I
think we did a pretty good job. It
just didn’t pan out for us
tonight."
Fresno State skipper Bob
Bennett saw it the same way.
"San Jose’s hitters battled
him (Weaver), and did a good job
making do with the few runners
they got on base," he said. "The
thing about Jeff is that he’s got
good stuff and he’s a competitor
and was able to bounce back,"
The key defensive play for the
Bulldogs came in the bottom of
the sixth. With the score tied 2-2,
the Spartans ignited a rally with
a walk to Rob Douglass and a
Casey
Cheshier
single.
Lauderdale then reached base
on a fielder’s choice double play
(which retired Douglass and
Cheshier). With two out and a
man on first, Wright struck out
looking to end the threat.
Spartan starter Brian Greene
was seeing red after the first
inning, in which he was bombed
for four hits, including a mammoth two-run blast over the
right field fence off the bat of
Fresno State’s Simon Tafoya.
Greene got the hook after 2 1/3
innings after allowing seven hits
and four runs, and suffered his
sixth loss of the year.
"We were in an uphill battle,"
SJSU coach Sam Piraro said.
"Part of our game plan was not to
let them jump out on us. They
put a two-spot up there in the
first inning, which when you’re
on their side of the fence, that’s
exactly what you’re trying to do.
Then they made it 4-0, and that

Jazz down Rockets 84-70;
Spurs triple towers next
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
The Utah Jazz were missing
something in their openinground series against the
Houston Rockets.
Who knew it was Greg
Ostertag?
Karl Malone had 31 points
and 15 rebounds as the Jazz
defeated the Rockets 84-70 and
advanced to the second round
of the playoffs. Ostertag made
it possible with seven blocked
shots, five rebounds and a
fourth-quarter
tenacious
defensive performance.
Ostertag blocked five shots
in the fourth quarter alone and
helped hold Hakeem Olajuwon
to 1 -for-5 shooting and Kevin
Willis to two points in the
fourth quarter.
The Rockets played without
Charles Barkley, out with a

torn triceps muscle.
Utah, which holds homecourt advantage throughout
the playoffs, avoided becoming
just the second No. 1 seed to
lose an opening-round playoff
series.
The Jazz will meet the San
Antonio Spurs in the conferstarting
semifinals
ence
Tuesday in Salt Lake City.
The Jazz never trailed in the
game, but the Rockets never let
Utah take a large lead, either.
The Rockets closed to 65-62
on Eddie Johnson’s jumper
with 8:21 to play.
But the jazz made a 13-4
run to close it out.
Jeff Hornacek had 15 points
for Utah, nine in the first quarter, and Bryon Russell had 10
as the only other Jazz players
in double figures.

really made our job tough."
The loss spoiled Student
Night for the 417 in attendance.
The night featured a pregame
meet and greet with the San
Jose Clash professional soccer
team, and music and giveaways
courtesy of radio station Wild
94.9. The event also featured
several in-game contests, including the Dizzy Bat Race, mild
Three-Legged Race and the Take
Me Out to the Ball Game singing
contest.
In the Dizzy Bat Race, contestants were to place their foreheads on the knob of a baseball
bat placed perpendicular to the
ground, spin around 10 times,
then run wobble, actually
to the next base. The race went
to a young kid from third base,
who steamed home before SJSU
graduate student Mary Olks had
finished circling the bat.
"There goes our free eats,"
Olks said, referring to the Pitz’a
Chicago gift certificate that went
to the winner.
"It was youth against age,"
said fellow grad student Sandra
Surina. "Age lost."
The three-legged race, in
which four pairs of contestants
raced with one’s right leg tied to
the other’s left, went to a fatherson duo, Dave and Kevin Buhs,
who live mere blocks from campus.
"We’re out for a little fatherand-son baseball," Dave Bulls
said. "He led all the way," he
added, referring to his 12-yearold son.
The seventh -inning stretch
featured a sing-along contest to a
taped Harry Caray rendition of
"Take Me Out to the Ball Game."
The prize was a freshly cooked
pizza to be delivered to the fan
section the SJSU cheerleaders
deemed the loudest.
SJSU
cheerleader
Keri
Cosentino, the primary architect
of Student Night, said volunteers

San Jose State University outfielder Jon
Lauderdale tries to hit the ball in the bottom of the
eighth inning against Fresno State University. The
for the first on-field contest were
short, but after that interest
picked up.
"There were people outside
practicing for the three-legged
race," she said. "It was pretty
funny."
The Delta Upsilon fraternity
made its regular appearance at
the game.
The frat brothers usually station themselves behind home
plate, shaded toward the visiting
team’s dugout, and spend much

Brian Prince/ Spin um MON
Spartans beat the Fresno Bulldogs 10-5 Sunday
and took two-out-of-three games over the weekend.
SJSU won 3-1 Saturday and lost 6-4 on Friday.

of their time launching verbal
barbs at opposing players and
the umpires.
"It’s good brotherhood to come
out here and have a good time,"
said DU member Rich Taylor,
who described himself as a big
baseball fan.
One reason for the low
turnout, besides the drizzly
weather, may have been a lack of
advertising, said SJSU student
Alison Risso.
"I don’t think too many people

knew about it," she said.
Rosanna
Fellow student
Madera was struck by the lack of
students in the on-field contests.
"Not many students participated in this game tonight," she
said.
Despite the underwhelming
attendance and SJSU’s downfall,
the two said they still had a good
time.
"We’re not knocking it,"
Madera said. "(San Jose) State’s
awesome."

rHow to cram for summer.
St

1998 Converse Field
Service Representative
Do you love to shoot hoop?
If so, we have the summer job for yout
Converse is seeking basketball
fanatics to conduct grass roots
marketing initiatives and retail
promotions. Promote Converse at thlt
hottest courts, summer leagues, camps
and retail outlets throughout your market
Gain great marketing and promotions
experience while playing the sport you
love!
Requirements:
Basketball playing expenence
Attention to detail
Strong interpersonal skills
Own a car
Know the leagues, courts, camps in
one of the following markets:
Atlanta Boston Chicago Detroit
Houston LA N.Y.C. Philadelphia .
San Francisco
Stats:
June 15 - July 31
$350 per week
40 hours per week
Interested candidates should fax or
email a resume and letter of interest tea
Steve McCall
do Triple Doi Communications .
p617-723-8929/fax 617-723-2188
email: smcca, tripledot corn

Just $29 with this ad:
It’s a great way to store everything for the summer. Just bring your stuff to our
nearby Public Storage Pickup & Delivery" facility and fill your own container.
You pack it. You lock it. You keep the key. We’ll store the container for you
It’s the most inexpensive way to store this summer. From Public Storage
Pickup & Delivery" America’s self-storage leader

Drive a little. Save a lot.
San Jose
1455 South 10th Street Bldg. SA
(lot, exit Tully Rd., west to 10th, loll on 1011)

408-271-0580

Public Storage.
Pick u &Delivery

’Minimum two month rental Present this ad to rece.ve specal pm. Must show student
One !.me torn,n,stratton es not InClUdfd Closed Mernonal Day Cater too’s’ June 10 998
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SJSU fencing:
well respected,
tough to finish
By Susan Shaw
Staff Writer

’I should’ve made a left ...’

sand miles an hour," he said.
Gaugler said because of the
amount of work and study
involved, "It’s highly unusual for
someone to come all the way
through to the masters." He
added that only five masters certificates have been awarded at
SJSU.
Photographic memory

Four hours of strenuous questioning and performance critique followed months of study
and preparation.
At the end of it all, it would be
determined Saturday if the 53
certificates awarded for fencing
at San Jose State University
required
would be increased by two.
Study and commitment is
The hard work, as it turned also necessary even at the
out, paid off for Daniel West, an Instructor level, according to
SJSU political science major, Scherman.
who passed his examination
"It requires constant study
Saturday to became a fencing because you have to be prepared
master, the highest certification. for any question they throw at
Paul Scherman, an SJSU kinesi- you," he said before the exam.
ology major, also passed the "You basically have to know the
Instructor at Arms examination. entire text."
Scherman will be expected to
West said he needed to know
continue his study, while West is the material, but the emphasis
considered finished with his in his case would be on practical
fencing education, according to application.
William Gaugler, SJSU fencing
"We’ll be expected to put the
program director.
theory we’ve studied into pracGaugler said both men can tice," West said. "At my level, it’s
now go on to teach fencing, but crucial to be able to apply theoWest can work as a fencing mas- ry."
ter anywhere in the world.
In the oral part of the examiSJSU’s fencing program is lit- nation, Scherman and West
tle known on campus, but has an relied on their knowledge of
international reputation, accord- fencing terms and theory as they
ing Gaugler, who started the were questioned separately by
program in 1979.
the examiners, which included
It is the only program in the three fencing masters, graduates
country based on the Italian mil- from the SJSU program. In addiitary masters
tion to Catzoff,
the other examprogram requirwere
iners
ing a minimum
Frank
Lurz
of three years of
Ralph
and
study. By conSahm.
trast, the masConsistent
ters
program
with his rank,
offered by the
Fencing
West was quesU.S.
Coaches
tioned about
more complex
Association
"actions."
conducts certifiActions refer
cation during
to
different
two-week sesmoves
and
sions held once
positions, and
every summer,
they
range
he said.
from the simSJSU’s fencing program has
William Gaugler ple "on guard"
forward
three levels of
fencing program and
SJSU
lunge with the
certification.
director
sword, through
The first level
more complex
is Instructor at
moves involvand
Arms
ing a series of
requires the candidate to have at least one year lunge and attack maneuvers.
The second part was a practiof study in fencing theory and
practice. The second level, cal examination. For Scherman,
Provost at Arms, requires two this meant testing on one
years of study. The final level of weapon, a foil a small light
certification Master at Arms sword with a red ball at the tip
three years and a and a straight handle.
requires
The examiners asked the canBachelor’s degree from an
accredited university. In West’s didate to execute an action with
case, he will not be awarded the the weapon, after which the cancertificate until he graduates in didate stood before the examiners’ table and was grilled on theAugust.
The master’s certification ory and critiqued. In addition to
requires a written examination, a correct answer, the examiners
which must be taken by those were looking at how graciously
seeking all levels of certification, the candidate accepted the criand a written thesis. This is fol- tique, Gaugler said.
lowed by the one-day oral and
A gentlemanly sport
practical examination, the final
Gaugler said behavior is very
step to complete certification.
important.
"There is a code of behavior
Not a sure thing
As Saturday afternoon wore passed on for centuries that we
on, it was by no means certain adhere to," he said. "This is why
that West and Scherman had European aristrocrats sent their
passed their oral and practical sons to learn fencing. It was not
examinations. The examiners’ only so they could function in a
criticisms seemed frequent and duel, but so they could acquire
the behaviors and discipline
often pointed out basic errors.
One of the examiners was Bob expected of a gentlemen."
West was tested on three
Catzoff, who received his certification from SJSU in 1986 and weapons: the foil; a sabre, which
today choreographs sword fights has the curved handle associatfor Hollywood motion pictures. ed with swashbucklers in the
Among his credits are the movie movies; and epee (pronounced, e "Hook" with Dustin Hoffman pay), what Gaugler called the
"traditional dueling sword."
and Robin Williams.
Each weapon is used in a dif"I came here (SJSU) specifically for the program," he said. ferent way.
West was expected to recount
"In my opinion, it teaches a
superior system of fencing com- the differences in each weapon’s
pared with other programs use, in addition to the correct
available in this country." He foot and arm positions for each
said the U.S. Fencing Coaches action and each weapon. In fencAssociation recommended the ing, appearance and form are as
important as using the weapon
SJSU program.
West said he was originally effectively, according to Gaugler.
"Form follows function," he
drawn to fencing because he’d
never been good a team sports. said. "Aesthetics follow logically
"With fencing, you rely more on if the movements are efficient
There are a lot of wasted moveyourself and your own ability."
actor, ments by fencers who don’t
amateur
As
an
Scherman said he appreciated know their business."
Other past graduates of
the theatrical elements of the
sport, but that he also appreciat- SJSU’s program include Gregory
ed the way it allows you to use Massialas and Peter Shifrin who
competed for the United States
your brain.
"Fencing is chess at a thou- in the 1984 Olympics.

hltrItin, I Nii.st. SIMMS!) I).1;h

San Jose State University receiver Gabe Payne tries to get past Spartan safety Lyle West during the spring game on Saturday.

anniversary

It requires constant
study because you
have to be prepared for any question they throw at
you. You basically
have to know the
entire text.
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may 1-10
Save on

paddle gear

$125 off

dimb gear

$52 off

Perception
Acadia
Reg 5625
Sale S499.99

Classic touring
Kayakjust one of
the great deals in
our paddling shop’

Save on

Save on

camping gear

Mammut
Flash
Dry Rope
10 5mm s 50ai
Reg $16250
Sale $10999

Enjoy once -a year sayings on lots of
gear at America’s best climb shop

Save

on

outerwear

$45 off

$12499

Switchback
Parka
Reg 6220
Sale 5174.99

REI Camp Hut
Sleeps 4
Reg S169
REI Camp
Hut 6:
Sleeps 6
Reg 5219
Sale 6169.99
Get ready for family camping,
backpacking, trekking Save on tents,
packs, stoves, sleeping bags and
more Our biggest sale of the year,

f
Come help us celebrate
60 years in the outdoors
and save! It’s our biggest
sale of the year, so right
now you’ll save on a wide
selection of outdoor gear
and clothing. Come see
why our service, quality
A
01,./9rocYc
and prices have made REI
the largest consumer co-op
in the world. And remember, you don’t have
to be a member to shop at REI. Whether you
climb, paddle, cycle, camp or ski, you’ll find the
best gear at the right price at REI.

AA

04Alc

Save 20% on all Yakima racks and
accessories
Membership Pays!

Unbeatable price on water and
windproof Gore Tex Backed
by REI’s satisfaction guarantee
Men’s and women’s sizes

Get a coupon to cave 20’ o MI any , ale
join REI during our Anniversary Sale Ma s 1 111 13,
your wupon in your Anniversary Salt, rnailer
apply See store for deta

’

It’s Paddle Month at REI
Paddlers rule this month, Enter In oar) cool gear si-i
out products Check your local RE I for details

Save on

cycling gear

$65 off

Novara 5.5 Cross Bike
Reg 5425 Sale 5369 99

Save on

footwear

ir

We’ve moved our
Cupertino store
to San Jose!

$3999
Teva Terradactyl Sandals

400 f I Paso de Saratoga

Now, Save on all Novara bikes
each one an outstanding value
with superb quality components

Popular amphibious sandals grip
your feet and the ground beneath
RH offers a great selection of
footwear for active pursuits

There’s so much more in store!
Sale pros good through May 10, HU No patronage refund earned on sale Items
Shop mirlyquantitles limited, Sorry, no phone Of moil orden
Not iterm available In all stores
Shop www.rei.com

Quality Outdoor Gear and Clothing Since 1938
San Jose 400 El Pawn de Saratoga 14081871 8 iONS
San Carlos: 1119 hdiatrial Rd (6501 cm 2140
Berkeley 1338 San Pablo Ave (near (Omar 1.151015)’ 4140
Concord. 197S Diamond Blvd (The VV,Ilows Shoppiag (hi t 510, 82‘,

9400
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Pre silicon swing: alumni reminisce
Continued from page 1
and San Carlos streets. and one
vross an open field at the
,,men’s gym at San Carlos and
venth streets.
-In the men’s gym, there was
.sweet music: as they
Brittan said. "Sweet
. Heel
hallads, romantic music, that
CV.’ very popular among couple’s
;:omg steady The worm’n’s gym
5,.uld have swing bands. As the
%%ar progressed. the swing music
sort of evolved into jitterbugging.
Those two typos went almost
simultaneously."
were groups of local
The
players that students on campus
would hire to plre ;ardiner was
:ictive in hiring the hands and in
tune with the who’s who of play-

San Jose. The main off-campus
venue at that time was the
newly completed San Jose Civic
Auditorium. However, if stuThere were lots of
dents really wanted to see Shaw
clubs of all kinds,
or Dorsey, they would travel to
San Francisco or Oakland, which
even a Japanese club.
Gardiner said was a big deal.
"I distinctly remember Jan
Of course, when the
Garber coming," Brittan said.
war started, the
"Sammy Kaye came one year.
Tommy Dorsey came."
Japanese kids were
Students depended on a few
sent off to the camps.
local radio stations and record
players to hear the popular
bands on a nightly basis.
Marty Brittan
"There was only radio then,
House
of 1946
Alumni
class
SJSU
of
courtesy
and almost every night, on some
station, there would be Glenn San Jose State’s Japanese Club of 1941 posing for yearbook photo.
Miller or a real biggie," Brittan
said.
Gardiner said before doing his
homework at night, he would
"We were really college kids
pile a stack of records, all big hot in the summer, and you’d dip the camps."
Once the United States before the war," Brittan said.
your head into the water coming
bands, and listen as he studied.
dad couldn’t understand out of the grand that was used to entered World War II, campus "After the war, we were college
CIVIC AUDITORIUM how"MyI could
life changed. Brittan, Gardiner men."
do my homework at water the orchards."
Through it all, Gardiner and
and about 160 others
Brittan offered a
TUES., APRIL 27th night with the record player on," better
who had enlisted as Brittan would not trade their
idea of just
I
can’t
said.
"Now,
Gardiner
$1.10
reserves were called college experience in that era for
understand how my kids do their how undeveloped the
TCLI Inc’
to duty in April of anything, and similarities can be
LUC1LY CLUB
homework at night with the TV area was.
prossts
1943. The graduating drawn between college students
"I
worked
at
on
class of 1944, what then and now.
Swing music was the popular Winchester Mystery
"We always used to go to
would have been
music of that era because of the House. as a guide, and
and Santa Cruz or Capitola, which
Brittan
said
Dan that was way out in
dance.
factor,
Gardiner’s class, was everybody called Cap, for spring
Sabanovich, a lecturer at SJSCIs the boondocks, way
about 95 percent vacation, which was normally
improvised music studies pro- out in the orchards,"
the wildest time of the year,"
women.
Brittan said.
gram.
Dances on campus Gardiner said. "Nobody could
The cam pus in
"Pet mph’ wanted to he enterwere afford to go to Baja or Palm
1943-45
in
said. 1940 was adjacent to
Sabanovich
tained,geared to troops Beach, so over the hill was the
"Everybody went out and bought San Jose’s only high
throughout the valley, best we could come up with."
records and danced to it. It was a school, San Jose High
Gardiner, who graduated from
and often announceat San Fernando and
very appealing style of music."
1942
ments were placed in SJS in 1946 and is president of
During that time., Santa Clara Seventh streets, as Tommy Do rsey
111
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
the SJS newspaper, an investment brokerage in Los
Valley was surrounded by well as the city’s only
featuring
orchards, and called the Valley of library, at the corner of San the Spartan Daily, reminding the Altos, took a similar approach to
BILLS ROGERS
young women on campus of school.
Fernando and Fourth streets.
Heart’s Delight.
World’s Outstanding
"My philosophy was the most
Past yearbooks, as well as the upcoming mixers.
The big industry was canning
Girl Swing Trumpeter
CAROLYN GREY
Gardiner headed the campus’ important thing was to have
and fruit drying. Like many stu- Spartan Daily, chronicle the
San Francieco
dents, Brittan held a part-time number of activities and the defense committee, with the fun," Gardiner said. "Scholastics
Singing Beauty
job stacking cans over summer high attendance. of students, giv- duties of selling war bonds, mak- came in second."
FRANI= CARLSON
For Brittan, a retired biology
ing a real sense of campus unity ing sure people closed their
break.
japing Drummer
PEMISON
blinds at night so the enemy professor at CSUSacramento,
"The, valley was all orchards," among the students.
TIE raillelli 4
"There was a good campus couldn’t see light and organizing growing up in San uuse and
Gardiner said. "It was a very
remaining in college was fine.
small town, and a small down- social life," Brittan said. "There acts for troops in the valley.
"San Jose was a wonderful
RIP
The yearbook for 1946 stated
town and miles and miles of were lots of clubs of all kinds,
Spartan Daily Advertisement 1943 orchards. We’d take our bikes even it Japanese club. Of course, that 4,000 men and women of place to grow up," Brittan said.
and ride through the orchards to when the war started, the SJS served in the war, and 140 "The climate was great, it wasn’t
too big."
Los Gatos or Saratoga. It’d be Japanese kids were sent off to lost their lives in the war.

ers in the valley.
Gardiner recalled a specific
instance, a junior prom, when he
and other student organizers
opted to hire a big name to play.
After raising the money, they
finally settled on Artie Shaw,
who showed up late.
"The band was composed of
the people we normally would
have," Gardiner said. "It was a
pickup band. He showed up late
and I didn’t think this was right,
so I refused to pay it, I got into a
battle with the local musicians
union, and they put the college
on a blacklist and wouldn’t let
any of their members play."
Eventually, Gardiner caved
and paid the band.
Two or three times a year, a
big name band would play in

My dad couldn’t
understand how I
could do my homework at night with
the record player
on. Now, I can’t
understand how my
kids do their homework at night with
the TV on.
Gardiner
Rex
class of 1946
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Opportunity is knocking.
Spartan Daily Employment Section
PART TIME POSITIONS

tk)ci%)v)

San Jose’s Regional Parks & Attractions are hiring at:
Happy Hollow Park and Zoo
Almaden Lake Park
Lake Cunningham Park

Camp
Prusch Farm Park
Kelley Park

Family

vcs

Alum Rock Park

AU-

Positions:
Cashier
Open Water Lifeguard
Food Service

Ride Operator
Camp Counselors
Facility Maintenance

We’ve got Great Jobs for You!

Now Hiring!
corm

Wages starting at

$ 7.00 per hour
For an application or additional information call
Monday -Friday at (408) 295-8383 or HR at (408) 277-420,

The Spartan Daily
will be feattaing a
special employment
advertising section
every Monday for the
dtration of the semester.

Full time Part time
Temporary & Regular positions
available throughout the entire Bay Area
What we offer:
- Dynamic growth opportunities
Free movies and other privileges
Exciting work atmosphere
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)

The following positions
are now available:
Administrative Assistants
Receptionists
Customer Service Reps
Data Entry Operators
General Office Clerks
Tellers

N Call Today!

Western
STAN SERVICES

Call 1 -800 -BE -A -TEMP or visit our website at

Check it out 11(
every week!

www.weststaff corn

Campbell

Sunnyvale

1875 S. Bascom Ave.
Suite 2550
Campbell, CA 95008

1214 Apollo Way
Suite 404-1
Sunnyvale, CA 94068

(408) 371-7171

(408) 245-4850

What we require.
Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings,
weekends & holidays

The following positions are available:
Usher, Concessionist, Box Office Cashier, Film Handier,
Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application today!
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282

amc Mercado 20
3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

\ 14)111(1.1s %ids I

The SPARTAN DAILY
wiles no dim lw products sr
services atbertbed Wow nor Is
Ewe any guarantee lelut The
daselfled columns this Spirtin
Daft cask* of bid arbeetbing
and ellsokigs we not approved er
verified *The IIIIN*11111f.

EMPLOYMENT

CLASSIFIED

I II8

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
one on one In company car. Good
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
www.deluxedrIving.com
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T & P/C Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 2441968 x16.

EMERODCY HOUSING Comedian
is currently hiring Case Meneguirs
(FT. BA in related field or 2+ yrs
exper, bilingual preferred) and
Shelter Workers (PT varied
shifts). Send resume attn: HR WORK FOR TIE SPARTAN DAILY!
Dept. or apply in person at 2011
Little Orchard Street, San Jose Perfect labia’s’ Morning Person!
95125. Fax (408)2941400.
Begin Fall Semester 1998.
$7.00/HOUR
START
GAME TESTING - 117/11R.
Work 7am to 9am on school days
6-8 hours/day, 3-4 days/week. delivering The Spartan Daily to
Redwood City, call 650-6545668. stands on campus and recycling
PMD_recruitekonami.co.jp
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: *Dependable *Energetic
WAITRESS WANTED knowledge *Able to lift bundles of newspapers
of Japanese food preferred. Good *Have CDL & clean DMV printout
tips. Apply@ Okayama Restaurant, APPLY AT: The Spartan Daily.
565 N. 6th St. 289-9508.
Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203 or 209
Now through May 15, 1998.
FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
and Night Club, all positions: WANTED: BAR STAFF BIG UL’S
Bus, Waitstaff & Host. Bob, Dee P/C, flexible- Fri & Sat, 511pm.
or Manager. Bob’s Surf & turf. Fun atmosphere! Looking for
286-0470.
people with positive attitudes!
Call 408-2961469.
ADMINISTRATIVE
RPS. Inc. a leading small package ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY,
pick-up and delivery company, has First Christian Church, Administraa PT administrative opening, PM tive; computer skills. Full-time,
shift, hours flexible, Mon. Fri. salary commensurate with experiNegotiable pay + BENEFITS. ence. (408) 2942944.
Exceptional analytic and problem
solving skills. Ten Key skills. fith GRADE MATH TUTOR FED.
Career track position! Mail or fax 2 Evenings per week/ 1 hour
resume to:
each evening. Must live in or be
RPS. Inc.
willing to travel to South County
897 Wrigley Way
area (Morgan Hill - Gilroy). $15 hr.
Milpitas, CA
References required. Call Leah
FAX# 408/263-8867
at (408) 9245160 days or (408)
EOE/AA
8446749 eves.
RECEPTIONIST
P/T, 8:301:00
Prof. Dress req.
Rm. for Adv.
Call or Fax
Mandy Becker
(408) 279-3700
Fax (408)279-3797
Northwestern Mutual Life
EARN $$$$$ and
FREE TRIP TO COLORADO.
Volunteers needed for PAID study
of how young women adapt to hgh
altitude. WOMEN. age 20-35, NOT
using birth control pills in the
past 6 months. NON SMOKERS.
in general good health. Time
commitment is 2 1/2 weeks in
Palo Alto (May) & 2 weeks in
Colorado (July/early August).
Study sponsored by the University
of Colorado, Stanford and the
Palo Alto VA Medical Center.
Contact Barry Braun, Ph.D. at
650-4935000 ext. 63566.

CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
remodeled Chevron Station.
2 locations, F/T, P/T, flexible
hours. Also part-time maintenance
person. Call 295-3964. Ask for
Ofelia.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Sales, Customer Support
Technician. Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
CaN 408/942-8866
or fax to 408/9424260
Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.

THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
TEACHERS Jdn us at the SAN JOSE SYMPHONY Fun, Exciting, Developmental?
in our Annual 98/99 Subscription
We need you on our team.
Sales Campaign. Good people,
PT or Sub. Benefits. 247-4510.
good pay. Average callers earn
$8-$14/hr. Part-time eves. 20 DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
hrs/wk. Cash bonuses, tickets & Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
more! Call Sean at 279-3277.
Flexible hours. Call 3614182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!
WEIL ESTABLISHED MOIMESSORI
SCHOOL in Santa Clara needs VALET PARKING / CONCERT
Teacher’s Assistant, 10:30- 6:30 STAFF - P/T and F/T positions
and 2:30 6:30. Toddlers - available. Flexible hours, Thurs Preschool. 6 ECE units required. Sundays in Los Gatos & Saratoga
Cal 401141.6-1.254.
areas. Must be Neat. Professional,
& dependable. Customer service
NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS experience preferred. Eam up to
Earn up to $16.00/hour. Fun, $12.00/Nr. (hourly + tips) Call
Easy Work. Apply at Pizza A Go Go, 1-800-825-3871. M-F.
117 E. San Carlos St.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR,
P/C- Elementary Schools.
HOSTING. FT & PT positions avail Deese a Credential NOT Required.
in a busy family style restaurant. Opportunity for Teaching Experience.
All shifts avail, flex hrs. $8.$8.50
Need Car.
hour to start. 733-9446.Ask for Vane Mal: (408)287 4170 at 408
Julia or Wendy.
ECC/AAE
STUDENT NEEDED FOR OFFICE
on campus. BT 550. Light typing,
computer experience preferred.
Male/Female. PIT or F/T Flex
hours. Ask for Teresa @9247560.

DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
P/C, M-F 12:30 5:30PM. Work in
a fast paced, property develop- SPEAK FRENCH Wolk in Presence
ment office. Job would include Help a family and their 12 year old
office work, errands and some for 3-4 weeks in July, cooking,
phone answering, could lead to a cleaning, errands. Must be at
career for one of the Bay Area’s least 21, have drivers license.
premier development companies. swim & speak French confidently.
Please call Tina or Jean-Paul for an Call 1415171-2537.
nterview 0 408-2870246. EOE.
SHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
Summer job then flex hours during
school. Contact Lisa 275-1784.

MARKETING COORDINATOR
National company expending in
Bay Area seeks five professional
and creative individuals for rep/
manager positions. $2.4K/mo
potential. Training and travel
opportunities. 408/255-3094.
WORK WITH HIGH FUNCTIONING
YOUNG CHILD WMI AUTISM. We
as looking for tutors to work in our
home in conjunction with Behavioral
Intervention Associates. This is a
home based progressive treatment
program in Los Gatos. Experience/
background in psychology, special
education, OT, or speech therapy
preferred. Immediate openings.
Wages based on experience.
Please call Shad 040E056.5151.
YMCA OF Santa Clara Valley now
hiring for summer camp staff & bus
drivers. We offer Day Camps, Trawl
Camps. Speciality Camps, Sports
Camps & much eve!!! Call the
YMCA near you fix more information.
Central (San Jose) 408298-1717,
Northeast (CLatertino) 408-257-7160,
Soultmeet (Saratoga) 408-370-1877.
South Valley (So. Se 408-2269622
OCT PAID & GET A WORKOUT!
Roofing Co hiring for F/T summer
work. Blocks from SJSU. No
experience necessary. Need hard
workers. Call for info: 971.7500.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
available. Easy hours. Good
money. Ask for Mike. 281-1323.

SUMNER JOSS NOW AVAILABLE
Earn 58415 per hour. Local valet
INSTRUCTION
co. Full/Part-time avail. Work
around summer school schedule. DO YOU LIKE KIDS AND ART?
Golf cart drivers wanted. Call now Are you a parent, teacher, uncle
NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50 - 408/370-7755.
or aunt or planning to be? Then
$10.00/hour. Marketer up to
register for ART 138 or 139,
$15/hr. Call now! 408-939-3369. DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES Summer or Fall. Learn about kids.
Thinking about a career working art. invention, creativity. More inn:
with elementary age children? The See class schedule, catalog or
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is visit An Rm 203, Mat Thee 8:30-3.
up to $600/month!
now hiring for school -age child
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old, care centers in San Jose, &merino. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas. accepting students who with to
Contact California Cryobank Full 8, part-time positions available, excel in playing guitar or bass. All
1-650-3244900, M -F, 8-4:30. hours flexible around school. Fun levels welcome: Beginning,
staff teams, great experience Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
CRUISE SNP & LAND-TOUR JOBS in working with elementary age any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Excellent benefits. World Travel. children, career aNancernent and Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Ask us how! 517-324-3090 ext. good training opportunities. Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
C60412
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology.
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. Sodology and/d Physical Education. 30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Small World Schools has Part- Please call Beth Profio at 408Time and Full -Time, a.m, and 291-8894 for more information Russian Trained Concert Pianists
p.m., permanent and summer and locations.
Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn
positions available. Units in CD.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
National Suzuki Assn.
ECE, Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
If you are interested in working
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
with a high quality child care
Great for Students.
Starting $20/hr.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
company call 408-379-3200 x21.
Call 408.241-6662
in Santa Clara Icrsoix
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
CMUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW
Seek full/part-time Sales Person. Cal 408-286-5830 crappty in perscrt
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
Data Entry, Customer Service.
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ.
and Electronic Technicians,
WORD PROCESSING
CaN 408-453-72430,
Fax resume to 408441-9988. GROCERY
TOO BUSY TO TYPE??
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is Quick and reliable service for
accepting applications for part- papas. thesis. notes, resumes, etc.
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS:
APPLY WHAT YOU ARE LEARNING!! time employment in the San Jose RUSH projects, deadlines...
Cupertino software Co. is hiring & Mfotas area We have finrneclate No Problem! MS Word/laser.
a Jr. or Sr. for a paid internship. openings for meat clerks, courtesy Call Tracey 0 408-554-6352 or
Work on accounts receivable, clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli 408-388-7333 pgr.
accounts payable, payroll, month clerks. Experience in a retail
end closing, etc. 20 to 30 hours environment is a plus. We are *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
a week starting in May. Must be seeking friendly, customer service Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term
willing to work for at least one oriented individuals. *Please see Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
year. Call 408-343-4210.
store director at 3251 So. White Resumes. Al Formats, Specializing
Road, San Jose or at 215 W.
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Calaveras, Milpitas. Save Mart
SECURITY
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ es top.
Full and Part Time Positions
Supermarkets is an equal opporWP 5.1/FPLaser. PAM’S
tunity employer. We do pre-employ- PRCFESSIONAL WORD PROCF_SSiNG,
Graves. Swings and Weekends
ment drugtesting
Low key job sites
247-2681. 8arn-8pm.
Will train
VALET PARKING Local company CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Abcom Private Security
looking for people. Flexible
408-247-4827
WORD PROCESSING.
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to ThesesTerm PapersResumes
Grcup Projects
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT $15 per hour. 867-7275.
Parks, forests, Wildlife Preserves,
All formats, including APA 4th Ed.
Concessionaires, Firefighters. & ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Laser Printer. Experienced,
more. Competitive wages + bene- Fishing industry. Excellent student
Dependable, Quick Retum.
fits. Ask us how! 517-324-3110 earnings & benefits potential (up
Almaden/Branham area.
to $2.850+/mo + Room/Board)
ext. N6041.2
(40812644504.
Ask us how! 517-324-3117 ext.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS A60412.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Elem. school -age rec. program,
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
P/T from 2-6pm, M -F during the
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
WORK FROM HOME
Growing International Company
school year. Some PIT morning
group projects,etc. I have a
positions available from approx. Looking for motivated individuals
typewriter to complete your
7am-1.lam. F/T during summer day
$800-$5,000/per mo. PT/FT
applications fix med/law sdnol. etc.
Request FREE Detail
camp prog. Xlnt salary, no ECE
Will transcnbe your taped
Log onto: www.hbn.com
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
interviews or research notes.
Access Code 5315
Dept. Call Janet at 354-8700 x223.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
(Not available school year? Call for
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
summer employ: lifeguards, camp TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
leaders. pert. & cultural arts camp) sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
TEACHERS high quality. licensed Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12 near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
SJSU PARENTS
Hourly $S plus bonus. Media Convert your student’s housing
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Promotions 4944200.
expense into a nice tax deduction
Days. Eve, Weekends
and cashflow investment. OWN a
Min 6 ECE required
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
multi -student residence close to
Team environment
Women ages 21-29, healthy,
campus. Easy financing available.
responsible, all nationalities
Benefits available
Call for details. Mike Gordon
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
Give the gift of lifer
510-426-8200.
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725 Baits fa Chrese & Japanese cfcras. BIBLE SEARCH RESOURCES
Education Award through Amen PLEASE CALL WWFC
Bible Search on PC
corps at the San Jose Conserva800-314-9996
Bibles and Reference Books
tion Corps. Seeking self-motivated
RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO ALL!
individuals to work with at risk"
Christian Science Reading Room
youth for yearlong positions. High
Pre-recorded into: 408-867-8255.
IMO
School diploma required & ability
to get class B license. $6.25 DIPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOD?
GRADS DON’T FORGET
hourly plus benefits. Ful/Parttime. Have questions?
There is still time to leave a
Call Joe 408/283-7164. EOE.
*Curious?
landmark gift to SJSU by giving
Need a study break?
$19.98 to the Senior Class Gift
$1500 weekly potential mailing *Make Mends, have fun!
today! Call 924-1137 for details.
our circulars. Free information.
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Call 410-783-8272.
Every Wednesday. 5:30-7:00pm
Student Union, Pacheco Room
AUTO SERVICES
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
(Except 3/11,4/8 Montalvo Rm)
product line. Knowledge of small
"Everyone Welcome!
AUTO / ALL PAINT FINISH
handtools & light machining a Episcopal Canterbury Community
Polish w/teflon & restoration
plus. Other duties include light 408-293-2401. ABLangerenaconi
Pdcts. FREE BROCHURE , Call
office work. shipping & receiving. http://rnerrioers.alcorn/EpiCcmrrial
408 278-5442 or visa
Team player mentality a must
www.redist.com
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to: MISSING SOMETHING?
408/370-5743.
Need a spiritual boost?
WADES DYNAMIC
Need a break? Try Out:
AUTO BODY REPAIR
STUDENT Si/or PRO THERAPISTS Th. EnlIghtennteM Support Group
"Where quality is a must"
for Autistic girt $12 +/hour. more Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
Specializing in minor and
for expenence. Paid training. Pant 0 the Book CafØ Center
mid-size damage Free detailing
time afternoons & weekends.
3483-95 S Bascom
Free pick up .Free delivery
Please call 408/946-8211.
14081978.8034
Free estimates Insurance Work
GnosecAll fats & witredenorrinabonN
All makes & models
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Others sae "Its always new arid vitae We accept: Visa. Master Card,
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips -It supports me in my Ile..."
Discover & Arnencan Express
get in contact with the real me."
Students needed in the immediate
Phn. 108, 287 8337
area Fill-time/part-time openings. 1 experience wholeness."
440 N First St. #120 San Jose
Call today 1 650 968 9933. Suggested Donation:
International Bartenders School. The pnce you pay for a movie
MINATO JP/WIESE RESTAURANT
now accepting applications for
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at
617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

I ’,11;i

TRAVEL

HOUSING SUBLET

EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
$249 (each way plus taxes)
Mexico/Caribb. $209$249 R/T
HAWAII- $119 o/w
CALL 800-834-9192
http://vcswairtittch.org

APT FOR SUMMER 6/22-8/22
Large, Nice, Clean, Furnished, 1
bdrm. $680/mo. Carmel Apts.
7th & William. 408/292-3605.

GREEK MESSAGES

ATTN: STAFF & STUDENTS: Nice,
renovated large 2 bdrm/2 bath
apt. NEW: Carpets, Linoleum,
Blinds, Refrigerator, Disposal,
Dishwasher. Undergrnd parking.
Washer/Dryer avail. Water &
garbage paid. $1350/mo + dep.
4 bdrm/2 bath unit also avail.
550 S. 11th St. Call 265-2696.

JEWISH FRATERNITY Something
new, cool and exciting! Alpha
Epsilon Pi offers: Events, Xcellent
times. Brothernued II! Good Peoria
Brad 295-3621. Call Now to Join!
We’re a BRIS above the rest.

3 Hnes
4 lines
5 lines
6 hnes

$S
$s
$7
$11

Two
Days
$7
$8
$9
$10

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

$1 for each additional line.
After the WM day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 hnes: $70
10-14 fines: $90
15-19lines: $110

Special student rates

Five
Days
$13 city sime
$11
este.
$15
$16

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose Slate University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Classified desk us located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
lA ads are prepaid MN refunds on cancelled ads
MI Rates for consecutive publications dates only
SI QUESTIONS? CALL (409)924-3277

www4CR5.com
WIN A FREE COMPUTER!
to college student*

780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean. WRMNG HELP (n0)601-9654:
Highest quality writing.editing,
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable.
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to ghostwriting. Essays, application
,
school. Responsive management.
statements, reports. etc.
We take advance deposits to hold
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
an apartment. $995-$1045/mo.
(510)601-9554 or
Call 288.9157.
email bolickebest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
2 BORN APARTMENT- $950/MO.
www.4CR5.com
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
GET A JOBI
Close In
RIM /IMOD to college students,
INSURANCE
Modem Building
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Laundry Room
QUICKRESUPAE SERVICE
Only $57.00 per year.
Village Apartments
You need an exceptional rooms
Save 30% -60%
576 South Fifth Street
to set yourself apart from other:
on your dental needs.
(408) 295-6893.
students because exceptional’
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
Differentiation is the key. We, at
AUTO INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
Campus Insurance Service
professional resume according to
DOES YOUR FRAT
Special Student Programs
your background, education, work
Sensing SJSU for 20 years
NEED MORE ROOM??
experience, 8, your field of expertise.
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Restored Victorian residence just A good resume will put your career
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" half a block from campus now on the right track. Rate = $19.95.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
available for sale. Currently used you get a resume as a Microsoft
"Good Student" "Family Mufti-car" as student housing. Ideal for WORD document on a disk & five
CALL TODAY 296-5270
fraternity annex. Large parlor, printed copies of your resume on
FREE QUOTE
remodeled kitchen, inside laundry, quality paper. Fax service available.
NO HASSLE
ample parking. Call for details and Please call (408) 365-3644,
NO OBLIGATION
a private showing. Mike Gordon, Evenings: 4pm-10pm.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Broker 510-426-8200.
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
LOW RATES
SR-22’s on the Same Day
Hiring Now - Bilingual
(English/Spanish)
PHN: 408-247-3734
FAX: 408-247-5417
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No Driver Refused
Cancelled or Rejected
’Dui *Suspended License
*Accidents .Tickets
’ Immediate SR Filings
’ Good Driver Discount
Non/Owner Operator
.8am -8pm, Monday - Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
*Call Us Now
(408)
241-5400
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

HEALTH &

mom

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baytvood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
Chin Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave #17, Campbell.
(408) 379-3500.

OPPORTUNITIES
CONQUER
YOUR FUTURE
We are now offering a once-in-time
moment to get in on the ground
floor of an exciting new company
positioned to become a new driving force in world business. No
big investment money needed to
get started, no inventory required
and no experience necessary. If
you are stagnated, frustrated.
underpaid or searching for a new
career, call Marketing Director at
408-970-3778 or page 322-4527
to schedule an interview. World
Marketing Alliance Insurance
Services, Inc.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer du
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all &ins
offerksg employment listings
wcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CAI.I.

Ness

dine minimum

SERVICES
PARKING 4 RENT
78 N. 5th St.
$40/mo.
Call for details: 2947254 x 317

Free SWIM

SPORTS/THRILLS

408-924-3277

between words.

LILLICIULILILIJULIULIJUJULIUJJLLIJULI[JJLIJ
LIULILILICILILIJUULIULLIULJULILLILIJJJLIJJULI
LIJLILIJLILILIJULILILILIJLIQUCLILILLEJJLILILILAU
ULILILIJLILILIJI:LILILIJULLIJJEJLILILIUJUJJUL1
One
Day

TUTORING
MUNI TUTOR
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces

Ad Rates:

MMELAMMffic

I

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Healthl3eautr
SporlsTruills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost a Found ads ars offered free, 3 lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community.

COMPUTERS ETC,
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy, sell & trade computers,
486, Pentium, Mac. & Notebooks.
Refurb’d equipment is warranted.
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ. betw Hwy
85 & 280 near Lawrence Expy.
408-873-8070
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
Carpaq (used) 486SL25, 12 Ram.
540 HD. Mouse, modem,
free email, Mono, Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std.. $275.
Acer (New) 200MHZ MMX.
16MG/ 1Gig HD. KB. Mouse,
CD-Rom, Sound Card. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std.. 56K Modem
14" Monitor w/speakers $599.
Intrax Group. Inc.
1725 Little Orchard Suite C
San Jose. 408/2718600.

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Serving dish
5 Having a sharp
rise
10 Like water duck’s back
14 Singer Adams
15 Knitting stitches
16 Char
17 Important guest
20 "You bet"
21 Chocolate
cookie
22 Scavenger
23 Fibbed
24 Low-lying
islands
26 Jacket parts
29 Purple fruit
30 - premium
scarce
33 Brainchild
34 ’Masterpiece
Theater" host
35 Chemist s
workplace
36 Aster
40 Shade of green
41 Stream
42 Dampens
43 Gel a Ian
44 Lincoln and Ford
45 Gliders ard jets
47 Zwieback
48 Donkey s sound
49 Benefits
52 Speakers place
53 Quiet -- Mouse
56 Cash
alternative
60 Start a
poker pre
61 Overact
62 Plankton
63 Dramatist
Coward
64 Fooled
65 Once
letter

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED .

ODOM @MOM
MOM
@MOM MMMOM ’BMW
BOOM MOOD @QOM
MMOOMWO 0MWOOMP.
OMMM
1204
MOOMMO OMMUMMUM
GOMM MOOM MOMB
MOO
MOM@
MOM
MOM MOMO OMMMD
OMMOMOMM MMOMME
MOM
MOM
=MOOD OMMOMMO
BOOM HOMO MOO
OMMO MOMOM MMOM
DL M
MOM MOO@
44

DOWN
1 Quail group
2 "Garfield"
pooch
3 Will -o -the- 4 Luau souvenir
5 Grass stalks
6 Adjusted la
piano)
7 Hence
8 Fairy
Greek letter
10 Toes the line
11 Smoke
12 Kukla s friend
13 Siam visitor
18 Work hard
19 Made a poem
23 Jacobs wile
24 Billowing
garment
25 Diving birds
26 Hobbles
27 Pierre’s farewell
28 Pie nut
29 Apples
30 Sigourney

WI ,44,Jfe SVICIMMEI

31
32
34
37
38
39
45
dxi
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
57
58
59

Weaver movie
Try a bite
Gull
Office worker
Charge with an
offense
Important
times
On vacation
Checked the
cost of
rowboy star
LaRue
Take delight in
Stitch loosely
Saxophonist
Getz
"New Yorker"
cartoonist
Klondike Let fall
Farm unit
Mini -play
Movie terrier
r -inducted
Fl ghtless bird
Subside

Main &MEM MOM
UM MEM NM
MEMMUMMINIMMEMEM
if= OM
MOM
MUM MdlIM
&WM= IIMMII Odd
MOM
MOM MEM
MEMENWINIMMINIMME
MEM MEM
MUM
MEM ME= WU=
ME= ME=
ISILdirlaidt 1
MEM MEM ME MI
AMEN MEM= 411 1 II
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Monday, April 4 ,1998

Arrests: Altercations

Cinco de Mayo: Festival
shows more than pride
from page 1
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I’m proud to be a
Mexican. I came for unity
and to check out the
girls.
Raphael Barba
festivities participant
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A man dressed in a mask and sombrero
runs frantically through dancers as the
parade flows down East Santa Clara Street.
Red. white and green flags waved as the
floats and parade participants went by.
ii

"1 think the raill Wati good,- he said. "The
part v’s over Very automat lc crowd control."

Continued from page 1
Govea said he and about 10
others ducked into an apartment complex, but the mounted
police stayed on their tail.
"We had to go through a
barbed wire fence," he said.
Govea, who had a visible cut
on his left arm, said the police
started the confrontation when
they told another man to drop
his soda bottle.
"They made him drop what he
had, and they started hitting
him," Govea said. "After all that
happened the crowd started getting rowdy. They threw a couple
of bottles."
Romo Calderon, who said he
was chased by the police, agreed
the altercation is what led to the
arrests.
’They started messing with
him. Then he got beat up and
everyone started fighting,"
Calderon said.
Sgt. Phan Ngo, who responded to the altercation, said if any
injuries occurred, they weren’t
caused by the officers.
"I don’t know about beating
on people," Ngo said. "There’s a
tendency for people to trip and
fall. Things happen. We were
just trying to keep the peace."
Keith Stahl was a spectator
who said he witnessed an officer
start pushing a man with a billy
club after the man wouldn’t
move onto the sidewalk.
"If you ask me, the cop started
it with the attitude," Stahl said.
Edwards, who said most of
the arrests were for fighting and

alcohol possession, said there
was no attempt to corral the
crowd or use undue force.
opinion,"
their
"That’s
Edwards said. "We disbursed the
crowd. If someone wants to
make a complaint, they can."
There were 23 arrests on the
day due to the festival, according
to Edwards. Last year 31 people
were arrested for looting and
vandalism between 5:30 and
10:30 p.m. Edwards said there
was no damage to businesses
this year.
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These mentors make a
difference. k
Thank You to the faculty and staff mentors who volunteered
their time to the Faculty Mentor Program this year.
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Roincy SilhalillS (left) of the Foreign Languages 1)(1,11 11111111 is
(right). About her meritor Manijah says. "He’s giveli nil mil id, iii
ins
He pushed me to apply for a scholarship I didn’t think 1 wotild pit I got it’
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Students succeed at San Jose State for two important reasons. First, our
students are committed to getting an education and becoming contributing
members of society. Second, our faculty members are committed to creating a
learning environment in which students feel valued and challenged. The
Faculty Mentor Program is one of the most important ways for that teaching/
learning relationship to thrive.
My thanks goes out to all those on the San Jose State faculty who have
participated in this year’s Faculty Mentor Program. You are helping to make
San Jose State University the best it can be.
In appreciation,

Robert L. Caret
President
l’Aunne Wilsun (right) :Ind Aracelis
kl%l!1!COntl’i ) are shovn hurc V, 01
ilik I ibrary. In 01o:tiny iii wh.it s,itiue ti
ith their mentor Arglenda
Ii rrientin has been for her.
mine
’She’sito sip there for ine. Ii mikes me feel like I in
not tossed out Mei, in the system. When I tuel like I can’t stand it. I ro talk to her." "%Licas
that her nientot is someone who is interested in her. "She’s been helping,nw to pet
involved and connected She keeps pushinp rtie’ and helping me to te-I comfortable at S 1St ’
1 don’t feel so alone"
Student,
Hie

Applied
Sciences & Arts
Kathy Abriam-Yago
Stephanie Brooks
Gordon Burton
Gong Chen
Richard Chung
Lori Beth Dixon
Toni Fogarty
Julio Garcia
Bud Gerstman
Carolyn Glogoski
Catherine Gorton
Cynthia Hart
Louis Holscher
Janet Johnston
Amy Killingsworth
Irene Lewis
Jacky McClure
Judith Monahan
Edwina Parsons
Heidi Pendleton
Daniel Perales
Jack Quinton
Shirley Reekie
Sandra Tozzini
Sharon Wahl
Emily Wughalter
Marian Yoder
James Yu

Business
Nakiye Boyacigillei
Jerome Burstein
Bill DeVincenzi
Stewart Karlinsky
Patrick Keating
Gary Oddou
Arnie Patiler
Jim Stull
Mari Yetimyan

Social Sciences
Arlene Asuncion
Judith Barnes
Jane Boyd
Constantine Danopoulos
Jan English-Lueck
Mia Hoglund-Kettmann
Rebecca Malatesta
Wendy Ng
Bruce Olszewski
Robert Pellegrini
Terri Thames
Linda Valenty
Elizabeth Van Beek
Federico Varona

Engineering
Aklhem Al-Manaseer
Art Diaz
Mohmed Hambaba
Don Kirk
Kurt McMullin
Udeme Ndon
Shui-Hin Pang
Anne Ronan
Rameshawar Singh
Kuei-Wu Tsai
Janet Yates
Ronald Yeung

Humanities & Arts
David Anderson
Martha Bean
Teri Ann Bengiveno
Laurel Brettell
Becky Cooper
Marilyn Fogel
Joseph Frank
Amy Glazer
Courtney Granner
Judy Hilliard
David Kahn
Richard Keady
Robin Lasser
Carmen Lizardi-Rivera
Nancy Markham
Bill McCraw
Anjana Mehta
Johanna Movassat
Patrick Nolan
Marianina Olcott
Lynn Orlando
Chanh Phan
Romey Sabalius
Kaye Sanders
Patricia Sanders
Linda Sarmecanic
Randall Sexton
Flor Shea
Fu Tan
Brian Taylor
Donna Thompson
Rene Trujillo
Swathi Vanniarajan
Eran Williams

Library
Arglenda Friday
Susan Klingberg
Susana Liu
Geoffrey Liu
Mengxiong Liu
Bernice Redfern

For more information on how to become a facui.y mentor call

k -a

924-2522

Education
Donna Bender
Toni Campbell
Jean Gallagher Heil
Rachael Gonzales
Xiaolu Hu
Chungsoon Kim
Kathryn Lindholm
Robin Love
Mary McVey
Susan Meyers
Jean Novak
Rosemary Quinn
Rosalinda Quintanar
Angela Rickford
Alexander Sapiens
Marsha Speck
Amy Strage

Science
Carel Boekema
Natasha Bozovic
Stephen Branz
Randy Hoopai
Brenda Kesler
Richard Kubelka
Lui Lam
Ken MacKay
David Matthes
William Murray
Lucy St. Omer

Social Work
Jennifer Blackman
Daniel Garr
Cobie Harris
Nehanda Imara
Steven Millner
Dayana Salazar
Norita Vlach
Barbara Watkins

Staff &
Administration
Vickie Gomez
Maria Josue
Mako Ushihara
Marie Ray Milleage
St. Saffold
Donna Ziel
Ray Lou
Staci Buchwald
Gail Jardine
Jerome Martin
Jill Steinberg

